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ABSTRACT | Wireless sensor networks are emerging as an

important area for communications. They enable a wealth of

new applications including surveillance, building control,

factory automation, and in-vehicle sensing. The sensor nodes

have to operate under severe constraints on energy consump-

tion and form factor, and provide the ability for precise self-

location of the nodes. These requirements can be fulfilled very

well by various forms of ultra-wide-band (UWB) transmission

technology. We discuss various techniques and tradeoffs in

UWB systems and indicate that time-hopping and frequency-

hopping impulse radio physical layers combined with simple

multiple-access techniques like ALOHA are suitable designs.

We also describe the IEEE 802.15.4a standard, an important

system that adopts UWB impulse radio to ensure robust data

communications and precision ranging. In order to accommo-

date heterogeneous networks, it uses specific modulation,

coding, and ranging waveforms that can be detected well by

both coherent and noncoherent receivers.
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I . INTRODUCTION

In recent years, ultra-wide-band (UWB) technologies have

drawn great interest in the wireless community [1]. The

development of UWB has ushered in a new era in short-
range wireless communications. Among various potential

applications, one of the most promising is in wireless sen-

sor networks (WSNs) [2]–[4], which requires both robust

communications and high-precision ranging capabilities.

There have been numerous research results in the liter-

ature to indicate that UWB is one of the enabling tech-

nologies for sensor network applications [5]–[10]. In

particular, impulse-radio-based UWB technology has a
number of inherent properties that are well suited to sensor

network applications. UWB systems have potentially low

complexity and low cost, with noise-like signal properties

that create little interference to other systems, are resistant

to severe multipath and jamming, and have very good time-

domain resolution allowing for precise location and

tracking. Various ultra-wide-band wireless sensor network

applications include locating and imaging of objects and
environments [5], perimeter intrusion detection [6], video

surveillance [7], in-vehicle sensing [8], outdoor sports

monitoring [11], monitoring of highways, bridges, and

other civil infrastructure [12], and so on. There have been

also many reported devices and systems to demonstrate the

feasibility of UWB technology for wireless sensor network

applications including UWB chip and radio module design

[13]–[19] and precision locating system designs [20].
Recognizing these interesting applications, a number

of UWB-based sensor network concepts have been devel-

oped both in the industrial and the government/military

domain. Of particular importance are systems based on the

IEEE 802.15.4a standard [21], which provides a well-

defined yet flexible PHY and MAC layer that is suitable for

a wide variety of applications. Furthermore, it works
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together with the ZigBee networking standard,1 a domi-
nant technology in WSN systems.

In this paper, we first provide an overview of UWB

communication and localization systems for wireless sen-

sor networks, especially with regard to its suitability for

heterogeneous sensor networks, and then give details of

the IEEE 802.15.4a standard. Section II discusses the re-

quirements of sensor networks and introduces appealing

location-aware applications. Based on comparison of exist-
ing technologies, we suggest the suitability of UWB.

Section III provides basic design considerations of UWB

communication systems. After introducing global regula-

tions on UWB transmissions and UWB channel charac-

teristics, we discuss different transmission schemes and

receiver design and suggest various multiple medium-

access methods. Section IV provides a detailed summary of

the UWB specification in the IEEE 802.15.4a standard for
both data communications and ranging. We show how the

standardized modulation and multiple-access formats

work well with both coherent and noncoherent receivers.

We describe the MAC layer design and ranging methods in

the standard. Furthermore, we discuss methods that allow

for Bsecure[ or Bprivate[ ranging. A summary and conclu-

sions in Section V wrap up this paper.

II . SENSOR NETWORK REQUIREMENTS
AND SUITABILITY OF UWB

A. Sensor Network Overview
In sensor networks ([22]–[27] and references therein),

many spatially distributed radio transceivers with attached

sensors are used to monitor environmental conditions,

such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion,

etc., at different locations. Usually these transceivers

should be small and inexpensive so that they can be pro-

duced and deployed in large numbers. The main goal of the

network is to communicate sensor data with given relia-
bility and delay constraints. To achieve this, different

nodes typically communicate with each other in an ad hoc

fashion without a fixed infrastructure. The transmission of

data from the source to the destination may occur in

several hops, where some nodes in the network operate as

relays for the transmission of the information. Such relay-

ing makes it easier to transmit information across a large

network, and transmission over various paths also in-
creases the robustness with respect to an individual node

failure [25]–[27].

The key requirements for transceivers in sensor

networks are given in ZigBee.

• Low cost: Since a large number of nodes are to be

used, the cost of each node must be kept small. For

example, the cost of a node should be less than 1%

of the cost of the product it is attached to.

• Small form factor: Transceivers’ form factors
(including power supply and antenna) must be

small, so that they can be easily placed in locations

where the sensing actually takes place.

• Low energy consumption: A sensor usually has to

operate for several years with no battery mainte-

nance, requiring the energy consumption to be

extremely low.

Some additional requirements are needed to make the
wireless sensor network effective.

• Robustness: Reliability of data communication de-

spite interference, small-scale fading, and shadow-

ing is required so that high quality of service (e.g.,

with respect to delay and outage) can be guaranteed.

• Variable data rate: Although the required data rate

for sensor networks is not as high as multimedia

transmissions, low data rates may be adequate for
simple applications while some other applications

require moderate data rates.

• Heterogeneous networking: Most sensor networks

are heterogeneous, i.e., there are nodes with dif-

ferent capabilities and requirements. Typically, the

network has some full-function device (FFD) that

collects data from different sensors, processes

them, and forwards them to a central monitoring
station. An FFD has fewer restrictions with respect

to processing complexity (as there are few FFDs,

cost is not such an important factor) and energy

consumption (since an FFD is usually connected to

a permanent power supply). The sensor nodes

themselves, on the other hand, are usually reduced-

function devices (RFDs) with extremely stringent

limits on complexity and power consumption.
Apart from data communication, geolocation is another

key aspect for many wireless sensor network applications.

Normally, a number of nodes communicate their sensing

(measurement) results to each other and/or a control

center. In many cases, the control center or the receiving

nodes need to know the exact location of the transmitter.

For example, when a fire sensor detects the fire, the control

center not only wants to know that there is a fire but also
wants to know at which location. In a building automation

system, a large number of sensors will be deployed with

building equipments. Any detected abnormal condition

along with its location will help the effort of diagnosis and

maintenance significantly. Although some applications with

geolocation needs may elect to manually enter the device’s

locations, many applications cannot afford either the time

and cost associated with this practice. Location information
is also important because monitoring and control systems

often perform data analysis based on both spatial and

temporal correlation from closely spaced sensors [28], [29].

B. Existing Technologies and Their Applications
Until recently, most wireless sensor networks relied

upon narrow-band transmission schemes such as direct1http://www.zigbee.org.
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sequence or frequency hopping along with multiple-access

techniques such as carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA)

carrier sense. For example, the narrow-band direct-sequence

spread spectrum (DSSS) PHY layer that is currently used in

conjunction with the ZigBee networking standard in the

2.4 GHz band2 employs a 2 Mchip per second code-shift-

keying modulation to provide 250 kbits/s. ZigBee can be

used for wireless control and monitoring solutions without
extensive infrastructure wiring. Wireless sensor networks

using ZigBee can also be used to monitor logistics assets and

track the objects. However, location estimation based on

narrow-band DSSS can achieve accuracy on the order of

several meters, which is only slightly more accurate than

traditional RFID. The main initial markets of ZigBee are

home, building, and industrial automation, such as moni-

toring and control of lights and HVAC, security in
commercial buildings and home, industrial monitoring

and control, automatic meter reading, medical and health

monitoring of patients, equipment, and facilities.

Other candidate technologies for WSNs are the various

forms of IEEE 802.11 or WiFi. The IEEE ratified the initial

IEEE 802.11 specification in 1997 as a standard for wireless

local-area networks (WLANs). An early version of 802.11

(i.e. 802.11b) supports transmission up to 11 Mbits/s.
Subsequent mainstream WLAN standards are 802.11a and

802.11g, which achieve 54 Mbits/s. Most recently, the

802.11n standard is under development to achieve more

than 100 Mbits/s for high-data-rate applications and

IEEE 802.11s is developed for realizing mesh networking.

WiFi is designed for fast and easy networking of PCs,

printers, and other devices in a local environment. It can

provide much higher data rates than ZigBee with a longer
communication distance per link. In addition, WiFi is a

more mature technology and has been widely adopted in

various applications. However, its complexity and energy

consumption are much higher than that of ZigBee. For

these reasons, WiFi technology has been applied only to

perform some particular functions in wireless sensor

networks. In many cases, it is used to collect sensor data

for transmission over longer distance with fixed power

supply. In some industrial and hospital wireless network

systems, WiFi have also be used to monitor and locate

facilities with an accuracy of several meters.

Compared to narrow-band DSSS and WiFi, UWB offers
significant advantages with respect to robustness, energy

consumption, and location accuracy. UWB spreads the

transmit signal over a very large bandwidth (typically

500 MHz or more). By using a large spreading factor,

higher robustness against interference and fading is

achieved. The use of very short pulses in impulse radio

transmission with careful signal and architecture design

results in very simple transmitters and permits extremely
low energy consumption. The average power consumption

for UWB transceiver is about 30 mW [30], [31], which is

similar to that of narrow-band ZigBee (20–40 mW) and

much lower than 802.11g (500 mW–1 W). The precision of

ranging measurements, which form the basis of geolo-

cation, is proportional to the bandwidth that can be

employed. Therefore, UWB also offers considerable ad-

vantages for geolocation with submeter accuracy. Better
than 15 cm ranging accuracy and less than 50 cm location

accuracy are achievable [32]. Global regulatory agencies

have specified UWB emission limits to ensure coexistence

of UWB with existing systems with very low interference

to other devices (see Section III-A for details). Table 1

provides a comparison among the three above-mentioned

technologies.

C. WSN Target Applications Using UWB
In general, WSNs can be adapted to many applications.

The most important areas are identified in [5]–[10] as:

• Consumer products;

• Healthcare;

• Industrial applications;

• Environment, infrastructure, and buildings.

2This narrow-band DSSS PHY layer, together with a lower MAC
layer, is the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 standardVnot to be confused with the
IEEE 802.15.4a UWB standard that will be discussed in detail in Section IV.

Table 1 Comparison of Wireless Technologies
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Due to the characteristics of UWB, the market has
shown special interest in the following application exam-

ples [33], [34].

• Hospital locating, tracking, and communicating system.
There are already various wireless systems adopted

in hospitals using infrared technology or some other

technologies. However, current systems are to be

further improved in terms of location accuracy,

communication performance, cost, and spatial
coverage. The future systems are required to enable

pervasive locating and tracking of all kind objects

including facilities, equipments, nurses, doctors,

and patients. The requirements of location accuracy

are to locate large equipment and personnel at least

within a single room and to locate small but expen-

sive equipment within 1 m range. Regarding com-

munication aspect, the required data rate for such
systems is moderate (at most tens of megabits per

second), the performance has to be robust, and the

system has to be low-cost. The mobile nodes and

most sensor nodes need to be battery-powered.

UWB technology can provide the required commu-

nication, specified location accuracy, low cost, and

battery-powered solution; therefore it is suitable for

this kind of application. With its ad hoc nature, the
UWB-based networks can also be easily expanded to

cover large space. Several studies furthermore indi-

cate that UWB does not noticeably interfere with

other systems in hospital environments [35]–[39]

because the low transmit power spectral densities

inherently assure electromagnetic compatibility for

medical equipment and patient-worn devices. To

ensure risk-free operation, of course, extremely
careful design and thorough tests should be used

before mass deployment of such systems.

• Factory floor equipment tracking. For some large

factories, there is a need for the central office to

track and log equipment location and status on the

production floors. It is also required to track em-

ployees and visitors, usually with an accuracy of

better than 1 m. Current solutions employ WiFi for
data communications and a separate system for

locating equipment and personnel. UWB system can

solve both communication and locating needs,

possibly as part of a hierarchical system in which

the UWB locating and communication system is

installed for each floor and connected via WiFi for

the whole factory.

III . DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF
UWB SYSTEMS

A. Global Regulation on UWB
The US Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

defines UWB signals as having an absolute bandwidth

larger than 500 MHz or a relative bandwidth larger
than 20% [40]. The absolute bandwidth is calculated as

the difference between the upper fH and lower fL

frequencies of the �10 dB emission level. On the other

hand, the fractional bandwidth is expressed as

Bfrac ¼ 2ðfH � fLÞ=ðfH þ fLÞ.
Spreading the desired signal over an ultrawide absolute

bandwidth allows for the construction of wireless systems

that minimally interfere with existing wireless systems
operating on frequencies within the UWB bandwidth. For

this reason, numerous national frequency regulators over

the world have issued (or will soon issue) rulings that allow

the unlicensed operation of UWB systems, even if the

UWB spectrum overlaps with the spectrum assigned to

existing (legacy) systems.

In the United States, the FCC allows emission between

3.1 and 10.6 GHz, while specifying a set of rules to control
harmful interference from UWB devices. Emission limits

are given in terms of equivalent isotropically radiated

power (EIRP). According to the FCC regulations, the maxi-

mum EIRP in any direction should not exceed �41.3 dBm,

which is identical to the limit for unintentional radiators.

FCC limits for indoor and outdoor communication systems

differ, as shown in Fig. 1. For outdoor systems, UWB de-

vices are required to operate without a fixed infrastructure.
According to FCC Part 15 emission limits, vehicular radar

systems can operate between 23.12 and 29.0 GHz. Their

center frequency is required to be higher than 24.075 GHz.

It is imperative that vehicular UWB systems only operate in

cars when the engine is running. Operation on aircraft,

ships, or satellites is not permitted.

In Europe, the Radio Spectrum Committee (RSC) of

the European Commission (EC) made a final decision at
the beginning of 2007 for UWB regulations. The spectrum

mask imposed by the EC is shown in Fig. 2. Emission

Fig. 1. FCC emission limits for indoor and outdoor UWB systems [41].

Part 15 limit refers to the emission limits for unintentional radiations.
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between 6 and 8.5 GHz with EIRP of �41.3 dBm/MHz is

allowed for devices without interference mitigation tech-

niques. The same limit is valid for the shaded frequency

region (4.2–4.8 GHz) until the end of 2010. UWB systems

with interference mitigation techniques or low duty-cycle

operation are allowed to transmit at �41.3 dBm/MHz in

the 3.4–4.8 GHz band.

In Japan, operation between 3.4 and 4.8 GHz is
admissible, as shown in Fig. 3, if the UWB transmitter uses

detect and avoid (DAA) mechanisms that monitor possible

licensed devices in its vicinity and ceases transmission if it

would interfere significantly with such a device [41].

However, for 4.2–4.8 GHz, interference mitigation tech-

niques are not required until the end of December 2008.

Operation between 7.25 and 10.25 GHz is admissible also

without DAA. In all mentioned regulatory environments,
the UWB power spectral density in the operating fre-

quency band has to remain below �41.3 dBm/MHz; how-

ever, out-of-band emissions requirements vary between

regulatory agencies.

B. UWB Channel
The propagation channels over which the UWB systems

are to operate have a dramatic impact on the system design
[42]. If the system were to operate only in an additive white

Gaussian noise channel, then the receiver could be a simple

energy detector (assuming pulse position modulation),

which just detects whether a pulse is present at a given

moment or not. However, UWB channels are delay dis-

persive, with root mean square delay spreads on the order of

5–50 ns in indoor environments. Due to the large band-

width and resulting fine delay resolution, a large number of
independently fading multipath components are available at

the receiver. This has the advantage of a high degree of delay

diversity, so that small-scale fading fluctuations are almost

completely eliminated [43]. On the downside, a Rake re-

ceiver needs to have a large number of fingers in order to

collect all of the available energy contained in the multipath

components. The wider the spreading bandwidth, the more

dramatic this effect; for 7.5 GHz spreading bandwidth,
several hundred Rake fingers might be necessary just to

collect half of the available energy [44].

Another important effect of the UWB propagation

channel is the ranging issues arising from a power delay

profile (PDP) showing a Bsoft onset.[ In UWB non-line-of-

sight (NLOS) channels, the (easily identified) strongest
component can be several tens of nanoseconds after the

first component received [45]. For ranging purposes, we
need to find the delay of the first multipath component.

Incorrectly identifying the first multipath component

(MPC) leads to errors in the range estimation. Therefore,

UWB has advantage over narrow-band technology to

achieve accurate ranging.3

A much more extensive discussion of UWB channels

and additional references can be found in [46].

C. UWB Transmitter/Receiver Schemes
There are a number of different ways to spread signals

to large bandwidths. From a signal-processing point of

view, low-rate UWB is essentially spread-spectrum with a

very large spreading factor; for this reason, any of the well-

known spread-spectrum approaches [47] can be employed.

We next discuss the fundamental techniques [48] and their

advantages and drawbacks for sensor network applications.

1) Modulation and Spreading:
1) Frequency hopping (FH) uses different carrier fre-

quencies at different times. In slow FH, one or

Fig. 3. Emission limits in Japan for indoor UWB systems [41].

3A UWB system has a fine-enough time resolution to actually Bsee[ the
soft onset of a power delay profile; in a narrow-band system, the impulse
response is sampled at such large intervals that the soft onset is not visible.

Fig. 2. European Commission emission limits for UWB systems [41].
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more symbols are transmitted on a given fre-
quency; in fast FH, the frequency changes several

times per symbol. The bandwidth of the resulting

signal is determined by the range of the oscillator,

not the bandwidth of the original signal that is to

be transmitted.

If different users use different hopping codes

(which define in which sequence the carrier

frequencies are used), the multiuser interference
can be greatly reduced because interference

occurs only when two devices use the same carrier

frequency at the same time.

Implementation of a FH transmitter is fairly

simple: it is just a conventional narrow-band

modulator followed by a mixer with the output of a

frequency-agile oscillator. An FH receiver can be

constructed in a similar way; such a simple
receiver is efficient as long as the delay spread of

the channel is shorter than the hopping time

(otherwise, multipath energy is still arriving on

one subcarrier while the receiver has already

hopped to a different frequency). Consequently,

FH seems to be quite suitable for low-data-rate

systems; and the European research project

MAGNET has proposed an FH scheme for low-
rate personal-area networks (PANs).

However, slow FH can lead to significant inter-

ference to narrow-band (legacy) systems, sinceV
at a given timeVa victim receiver Bsees[ the full

power of the UWB signal. For this reason, FH for

UWB has been explicitly prohibited by several

frequency regulators.

2) Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM).
In OFDM, the information is modulated onto a

number of parallel subcarriers (in contrast to FH,

where the carriers are used one after the other). For

this reason, OFDM has no innate spectral spread-

ing. Rather, spreading can be achieved by low-rate

coding, e.g., by a spreading code similar to code-

division multiple access (CDMA) or by a low-rate

convolutional code. The bandwidth of the result-
ing signal is determined by the employed code rate

and the data rate of the original (source) signal.

In modern implementations, the subcarriers are

produced not by multiple local oscillators but rather

by digital signal processing (fast Fourier transfor-

mation). However, this implies that signal gener-

ation at the transmitter, as well as sampling and

signal processing at the receiver, has to be done at a
rate that is equal to the employed bandwidth, i.e., at

least 500 MHz. The resulting hardware is quite

expensive and consumes on the order of 100 mW

power. Thus, OFDM is suitable for high-data-rate

systems (where a combination OFDM/FH system

was standardized as the ECMA 368 standard [49])

but not for sensor networks.

3) Direct-sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS), also known
as code-division multiple access, multiplies each bit

of the transmit signal with a spreading sequence.

The bandwidth of the overall signal is determined by

the product of the bandwidth of the original signal

and the spreading factor. At the receiver, despread-

ing is achieved by correlating the received signal

with the spreading sequence. Different users use

different spreading sequences, and can thus be
distinguished. CDMA has been widely used in third-

generation cellular communications, though the

overall signal bandwidth in that case is restricted to

5 MHzVtwo orders of magnitude lower than for

UWB signaling. It is also used in the high-data-rate

UWB system of the UWB Forum [50], [51].

The key challenge in implementing a CDMA system

is that the signal has to be generated at the
transmitter, and sampled and processed (despread)

at the receiver with a rate that is at least equal to the

employed bandwidth.4

4) Time-hopping impulse radio (TH-IR) is based on the

following principle: each data symbol is represented

by a sequence of pulses with pseudorandom delays;

the modulation [either pulse position modulation

(PPM) or quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM)] is applied to the whole pulse sequence.

The sequence is chosen differently for each user; this

allows the receiver to distinguish between different

users. The duration of the pulses essentially

determines the width of the transmit spectrum.

TH-IR was first investigated in the pioneering work

of Win and Scholtz in the 1990s [52]–[54]. The key

challenge lies in how to properly receive and
process the many echoes (multipath components)

of the transmitted short pulses. As we will see in

Section IV, the IEEE 802.15.4a standard uses some

novel techniques to solve this problem.

2) Discussion: We find that there is a strong duality

between FH and TH-IR. FH sequentially hops in the

frequency domain, while TH-IR hops in the time domain.
Similarly, OFDM and DS-SS are dual, in that they perform

low-rate coding operations in the frequency and time

domains, respectively.

For low-rate sensor networks, neither OFDM nor

DS-SS is suitable,5 since they require sampling, analog to

digital conversion, and processing with a high rate, entail-

ing high complexity and large energy consumption. Both

FH and TH-IR offer much better performance/complexity
tradeoffs. Since FH can create worse interference to legacy

4In principle, despreading can be done also by analog correlation; in
this case sampling and baseband processing only needs to be done at the
symbol rate. However, in a multipath environment, a large number of
analog correlators and analog-to-digital converters are requiredVone for
each multipath component that is to be received.

5Both of these schemes are popular for high-data-rate UWB [49]–[51].
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systems and is prohibited in several regulatory domains,
TH-IR is the method of choice for UWB sensor network

applications.

D. Multiple-Access Consideration
Sensor networks consider communication needs of a

collection of wireless devices, not just the design of a single

radio link. The algorithms and protocols that network

devices use to efficiently communicate are the topic of this
section.

In a wireless network, the manner in which devices

access and use the transmission medium (in this case, a

wireless channel) is termed multiple access; within

IEEE 802 terminology, it falls under the scope of the

multiple-access control (MAC) sublayer. All devices on the

network must share the wireless channel since wireless

communication is inherently a broadcast communications
scheme and signals sent by one transmitter are heard at

multiple locations. Thus, a major goal of the MAC is to

limit/minimize the interference within the network. There

are several well-known methods by which wireless devices

can share a channel. These typically involve transmitting

signals that are orthogonal in one or more dimension such

as time, frequency, or code.

1) Network Topologies: To help our discussion about

multiple access, we refer the reader to Fig. 4, which

depicts a simple star network consisting of six nodes. Using

IEEE 802.15.4 terminology, this collection of nodes is

termed a PAN; and it is assumed to span a small (G 10 m)

geographical area. Additionally, there are two types of

nodes defined in the standard; an FFD and an RFD. From

the PAN control and multiple-access point of view, an FFD
contains the software that enables PAN initiation, network

formation, and control of the wireless channel for multiple

access among the RFDs. An FFD is commonly referred to

as a Bcoordinator[ due to its ability to provide the above

functions. In the figure, the FFD node is depicted in the

center of the PAN while the RFD nodes are shown sur-

rounding the coordinator. The arrows indicate that the

RFD devices are logically associated with the coordinator

and rely on it for multiple-access services and data

transport.

Fig. 5 shows another example of a sensor network
topology, typically referred to as a tree network. In this

figure, we again consider both FFD and RFD devices as in

Fig. 4. The tree network can be viewed as an amalgamation

of star networks (depicted by the dashed circles) where the

star networks are connected together by linking the FFDs

in each star together. Note here that data may need to be

routed through multiple hops if devices want to commu-

nicate outside of their local star network. A third topology
to consider is a mesh topology, which is similar to the

multihop tree topology but with the addition of multiple

links among the devices. (In a tree network, there exists

only one path between any two devices.) The mesh

topology in Fig. 6 provides reliability to the network in the

form of redundant paths among the devices so, in the event

of device or link failure, data may be rerouted.

When considering multiple-access methods, it is useful
to understand how the topology effects the multiple-access

requirements. Typically, a simple topology leads to simple

multiple-access designs since there are fewer devices

accessing the channel and thus less possibility of inter-

ference among the devices. More importantly, simple

topologies can offer the ability to control access at a central

point; such is the case of the star network where a single

FFD device controls the timing of transmissions. More
complex topologies require more careful planning of the

channel access in order to minimize interference, but they

do allow coverage of larger areas by a single network evenFig. 4. A simple sensor network with a star topology.

Fig. 5. Sensor network with a tree topology.
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with severely constrained transmit power, as is the case for

UWB networks.
Given the topologies described above, we are now ready

to discuss various multiple-access techniques. First, let us

distinguish between two broad categories of multiple-

access techniques: centralized and decentralized. In a

centralized access scheme, a single node or small subset of

nodes is responsible for controlling the transmissions of

other devices in the network. In a decentralized scheme,

each node is responsible for deciding if and when to trans-
mit on the channel. Typically centralized schemes offer

better efficiency and reliability since collisions can be more

easily avoided, but this comes at the cost of increased

complexity in the nodes that control the access as well as a

need for network-wide information regarding the commu-

nication needs of every node in the network. Decentralized

schemes tend to be simpler than centralized ones but less

reliable due to the lack of network-wide knowledge and
strong control, so that nodes have a higher probability of

accessing the channel during other transmissions and thus

causing interference to one another.

Distributed schemes are typically realized via hand-

shaking-based approaches. Handshaking may prevent colli-

sions, but note that additional messages for handshaking

need to be transmitted [55]. A device starts a request to

send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) exchange on a common
channel with its destination. If the channel is available, the

subsequent data transmission uses a particular time-

hopping sequence proposed in the CTS. The reader is

referred to [56] for a detailed survey on medium access

control in ultra-wide-band wireless networks.

We next discuss the different methods of how the de-

vices access the channel in either centralized or noncen-

tralized approaches.

2) Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA): TDMA is a
centralized scheme in which only one device transmits at

any given time interval. We have essentially signals that

are orthogonal in time; this is achieved by dividing the

time axis into discrete nonoverlapping transmission

intervals and assigning intervals to particular network

devices. The devices then only transmit during their as-

signed time, and at all other times may listen to the

channel to hear transmissions from other devices. For the
purpose of a sensor network, TDMA in this strict definition

is not necessarily feasible. This is due to the fact that in

order to fully coordinate the timing of transmissions

from multiple devices, a global time reference is needed,

i.e., the network would need to be synchronized. For a

small network consisting of a few devices all within

communication range, synchronization is possible. How-

ever, in many scenarios envisioned for sensor networks,
network-wide synchronization and thus TDMA was not

considered.

Another issue with TDMA relates to the scheduling of

packet transmissions among the nodes. In order for a

controlling node to assign slots efficiently, it must have

information regarding the amount of data each network

node wishes to transmit. Several techniques have been

developed to deliver such information to the controlling
node. A simple approach is for the coordinator to poll each

device to ascertain its current traffic load, and then it may

adjust the length of subsequent TDMA slots accordingly.

However, when only a subset of nodes have data to send,

the exchange of polling messages is wasteful of network

bandwidth. This is generally the case with TDMA systems

where there is a tradeoff between the amount of sched-

uling efficiency that can be achieved and the amount of
control information that must be passed among the FFD

and RFDs.

3) Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) and ALOHA:
CSMA can be viewed as a distributed version of TDMA. In

this scheme, each node in the network attempts to avoid

colliding with other transmissions. The basic idea is that

each node senses the wireless channel prior to transmit-
ting a packet to determine if the channel is in use. If the

channel is idle, the node can then transmit its packet;

otherwise, the node waits a for a time period of random

length and repeats the sensing and transmission. Thus

CSMA attempts to arrange transmissions in orthogonal

time intervals. The advantage of a CSMA scheme over

TDMA is that it is distributed. Additionally, each node will

attempt to access the channel only when it has data ready
for transmission. This eliminates the need for complex

scheduling. However, CSMA suffers from some well-

known problems. First and foremost is the Bhidden

terminal[ problem in which a node that senses the chan-

nel may not be within radio range of all nodes in the

network. Thus even though a node may determine that the

channel is idle and transmit, communication may be

Fig. 6. Sensor network with a mesh topology.
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taking place elsewhere in the network. These transmis-
sions have the potential to interfere. Additionally, CSMA

relies on the ability of performing an accurate channel

sensing. This seemingly simple operation can be quite

difficult in UWB TH-IR systems. This difficulty arises

from the fact that UWB transmission are extremely low-

power and require knowledge of the spreading code for

effective despreading. Thus a node would ideally check all

possible spreading codes before declaring an idle channel.
In large networks using many codes, this may not be

feasible.

If we eliminate the requirement that a device sense the

channel prior to transmission, then we arrive at an ex-

tremely simple protocol that allows a device to transmit

whenever it has data to send. If a transmission collides

with another one, the frame is retransmitted after a ran-

dom backoff. This protocol is known as ALOHA. Achiev-
able throughput � for this mechanism, assuming Poisson

packet arrival rate �, is � ¼ �e�2� [57]. At high utilization

(e.g., high arrival rates), its throughput becomes low.

Recent papers have also suggested to combine ALOHA

with incremental-redundancy retransmission for UWB

networks [55].

4) Frequency-Division Multiple Access (FDMA): Analo-
gously to TDMA, FDMA assigns orthogonal frequency

channels to various devices. This can be achieved by

dividing the frequency spectrum into nonoverlapping seg-

ments and assigning these segments to individual devices

for their transmissions. Within the context of UWB sys-

tems, this multiple-access technique has several problems.

First, regulatory requirements require that UWB devices

transmit signals with a bandwidth no smaller than
500 MHz. Thus in order to support N users, the system

bandwidth would need to be at least 500�N MHz. So we

see that in order to support multiple simultaneous users,

each device must be able to receive and process extremely

wideband signals. Secondly, depending on the duplexing

method, network-wide synchronization may still be

needed. This is the case when considering half-duplex

communication where devices may be either transmitting
or receiving. In this case, the system must schedule which

devices are to be transmitting and which are to be receiv-

ing during each time instant. This type of scheduling is

difficult to achieve without some form of global time

reference. Additionally, scheduling broadcast or multicast

traffic becomes problematic in FDMA networks with half-

duplex devices. Full duplex devices mitigate the scheduling

problem somewhat, but these are intrinsically more costly,
as full duplex system require essentially two radios per

device, and each radio would need to operate over a large

system bandwidth. Still, usage of different frequency bands

allows a very good separation of signals that would be

difficult to separate, e.g., by CDMA. For the above reason,

FDMA is useful, e.g., to separate closely spaced networks,

and is used for this purpose also in IEEE 802.15.4a.

5) Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA): CDMA assigns
(quasi-) orthogonal spreading codes to individual devices,

which then multiply their symbol stream by the assigned

code. In its most general form, CDMA encompasses all the

spreading schemes discussed in Section III-C1. Receivers

can differentiate among different devices by correlating

the received signal with each user’s assigned code. CDMA

networks do not have the scheduling issues associated with

TDMA and FDMA techniques described above. Since they
rely on signal processing at the receiver to separate trans-

missions from multiple users, as described in Section III-C1,

CDMA allows the simultaneous transmissions (in time and/

or frequency). CDMA is also attractive for UWB sensor

networks because the spreading factor in a UWB system is so

large, theoretically, many simultaneous transmission can be

supported.

The IEEE 802.15.4a standard relies on this large
spreading factor and the ability to resolve multiple users to

enable reuse of frequency bands. That is, multiple net-

works may be deployed within a single frequency band.

More detail is given in Section IV-A5, but we note here

that each network is assigned a unique code. Thus every

device on the network need only listen for packets that

contain the correct code and then can synchronize its re-

ceivers to decode the subsequent data.

6) Discussion: UWB sensor networks need to support a

wide variety of topologies, and the channel access scheme

should enable distributed algorithms so as to limit the need

for costly synchronization. Based on these considerations,

the IEEE 802.15.4a standard relies mainly on an ALOHA-

based channel access mechanism to separate users within a

network. This is also coupled with a CDMA-based tech-
nique to enable deployments of multiple networks within a

single frequency band and the use of multiple frequency

bands to further separate networks.

IV. IEEE 802.15.4a UWB SYSTEM
SPECIFICATIONS

In 2004, the IEEE established standardization group
IEEE 802.15.4a, with the mandate to develop a new physical

layer for applications such as sensor networks.6 The goal of

the 802.15.4a standard7 is to provide an enhanced commu-

nications capability to the 802.15.4-2006 standard and also

provide device ranging to enable geolocation capability

for a system. One option of this standard is based on

UWB transmission techniques, namely, TH-IR. The group

first developed application scenarios, from which the
requirements for the capabilities of the physical layer and

6Generally, the standard is intended for Bpersonal-area networks,[
which refers to the range over which two nodes can communicate.

7Strictly speaking, IEEE 802.15.4a is an amendment to the 802.15.4-
2006 standard. For all practical purposes, it is a standard of its own
(though with a large amount of backward compatibility, especially the
802.15.4-2006 MAC layer. In the following, we will therefore call it a
Bstandard.[
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channel models were deduced. In March 2005, a baseline
proposal [58] was approved, and in the subsequent months,

a number of subgroups developed the details of the

modulation/coding schemes, multiple access, ranging wave-

forms, and required modifications of the MAC layer. On

March 22, 2007, P802.15.4a was approved by the IEEE-SA

Standards Board and was published in June 2007 [21].

A. PHY Layer Design

1) Design Highlights: Among two options within the

802.15.4a standard, the UWB LR-WPAN option is designed

to provide robust performance for data communications

over extended distances as well as precision ranging.

The following enhancements are used to satisfy the

requirements for data communications:

• Extremely wide bandwidth characteristics that can
provide very robust performance under harsh

multipath and interference conditions;

• Concatenated forward error correction coding to

provide flexible and robust performance;

• Optional UWB pulse control features to provide

improved performance under some channel con-

ditions while supporting reliable communications

and precision ranging capabilities.
In addition to the 850 kb/s mandatory data rate, the

UWB PHY provides variable data rates such as 110 kb/s,

1.70 Mb/s, 6.81 Mb/s, and 27.24 Mb/s. Data can be com-

municated between any UWB device and a coordinator or

in a peer-to-peer fashion between coordinators.

The UWB PHY design also enables heterogeneous

networking. As discussed in Section III-D, sensor networks

are typically heterogeneous, i.e., the networks consist of
nodes with different capabilities and requirements. The

network will have at least one (but could have more) FFDs.

Since an FFD is typically less cost sensitive (they are a

minority of the network devices), they are often config-

ured to handle higher processing complexity. Similarly,

higher energy consumption is typically not a problem since

an FFD is usually connected to a permanent power supply.

The sensor nodes themselves, on the other hand, are
usually RFDs with extremely stringent limits on complex-

ity and energy consumption. In 802.15.4a, the UWB PHY

layer, which includes modulation, coding, and multiple-

access schemes (MCM), has been designed in such a way

that it allows both FFDs and RFDs to achieve optimum

performance, such as allowing the FFD devices to employ

coherent reception (enhanced performance at the cost of

energy consumption and complexity), while RFDs use
simple energy detectors (noncoherent receivers) for

reduced current drain and design simplicity. Furthermore,

such a flexible MCM scheme does not deteriorate the

possible performance of the FFDs, i.e., the performance of

FFDs with flexible MCM is (almost) as good as with an

MCM that is designed for homogeneous coherent-receiver

networks.

The remainder of this section describes in greater
detail some specific features/designs of the IEEE 802.15.4a

standard. We note that, when given, numerical examples

for symbol timing parameters are for the mandatory

850 kbps mode operating at a 16 MHz average pulse re-

petition frequency (PRF). Other mandatory and optional

modes are specified in the standard, and the reader is

referred to [21] for a complete description.

2) Band-Plan: As a first step, the frequency and band-

width of the UWB signals must be selected. Since the

regulatory environment dictates the power spectral density,
the total transmit power is a function of signal bandwidth.

Increasing the signal bandwidth allows a higher transmit

power and a higher degree of delay diversity.

On the other hand, receiver design considerations

favor lower signal bandwidths. For noncoherent receivers,
the bandwidth preferably should be less than the inverse of

the channel delay spread, since the receiver cannot opti-

mally combine the resolved multipath components. For a

coherent receiver, there is a tradeoff between the delay

diversity and the amount of signal energy that can be col-

lected with a given number of Rake fingers [59]. We must

also keep in mind that the bandwidth of the system

determines the required clock speed and the speed of the
receiver electronics in a coherent receiver. Cost require-

ments tend to restrain the bandwidth to be as low as

possible.

Based on all these considerations, IEEE 802.15.4a

decided on a signal bandwidth of 500 MHz for the

mandatory modes with optional bandwidths of greater

than 1 GHz width. Table 2 denotes the center

Table 2 IEEE 802.15.4a UWB Frequency Bands
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frequencies and bandwidths of the defined bands, as well

as the regulatory domains in which they are admissible.

The center frequencies are chosen in such a way that
they can be derived from a variety of readily available

crystal oscillators. Additionally, the center frequencies

are chosen to avoid the 5 GHz ISM bands in an attempt

to avoid interference and the overcrowding of these bands.

We also note that the frequency bands (channel numbers)

4, 7, 11, 15 have the same center frequency as bands 2, 5, 9,

13, respectively. This is due to the fact that bands 4, 7, 11,

15 are all Bwide-band[ channels whose bandwidth is
larger than 1 GHz, and these bands in fact overlay the

other 500-MHz-wide bands. Fig. 7 shows a pictorial

view of the IEEE 802.15.4a band plan.

3) Hybrid Modulation and Multiple Access: As previously

mentioned, the MCM has to work with both coherent and

noncoherent receivers. This is achieved by choosing a

hybrid modulation scheme [60] that uses the following
transmit waveform:

wðkÞðtÞ ¼
X

i

XN�1

n¼0

ebðkÞi p t� nTc � c
ðkÞ
i Tb

�

� iTs � b
ðkÞ
i TPPM

�
d
ðkÞ
i;n (1)

where superscript ðkÞ denotes the kth user, bi is the ith data

bit to be transmitted that modulates the position of the

pulses in each symbol duration, and ebi is a parity check bit
associated with the ith data bit, which is also to be

transmitted and modulated onto the phase of the pulses.

Furthermore, Tc is the chip (pulse) duration of approxi-

mately 2 ns, Tb is the burst-hopping duration, which equals

Tb ¼ NTc ¼ 32 ns, n indexes the N ¼ 16 pulses that are

transmitted during each data burst, c
ðkÞ
i is the time (bulk)-

hopping sequence for multiuser access, Tppm is the
modulation interval for the pulse position modulation

Tppm ¼ 16Tb, and Ts is the symbol duration. The d
ðkÞ
i;n

denote a pseudorandom scrambling sequence drawn

from {�1, 1}. The pulse pðtÞ is the Bbasis pulse[ that is a

raised-cosine pulse.8

To describe the reasons for choosing this specific

waveform, refer to Fig. 8 depicting the modulation

scheme. Depending upon the data bit to be transmitted,
the burst of pulses will be in either the first half or the

second half of symbol duration. To see this, we denote S in

Fig. 8 as Bbasis waveform,[ which is the sum of N pulses as

one burst waveform s
ðkÞ
i ðtÞ

s
ðkÞ
i ðtÞ ¼

XN�1

n¼0

pðt� nTcÞdðkÞi;n : (2)

This basis waveform is then modulated by both PPM and

binary phase-shift keying, i.e., it is assigned different

positions determined by data bit bi Tppm and phases given

by the parity bit ebi in (1). The modulation interval

Tppm ¼ 512 ns is chosen much larger than the typical
channel delay spreads, so that a noncoherent receiver can

detect the PPM even in channels with heavy delay dis-

persion. On the other hand, the duration of the burst

waveform is on the order of, or shorter than, typical delay

spreads. Thus, the duration over which a noncoherent

Fig. 7. IEEE 802.15.4a UWB band plan.

8To be exact, the basis pulse has to have a correlation with a raised-
cosine pulse of better than 0.8. Alternative pulse shapes, which allow
better spectral shaping and improved multiple access, have also been
defined in the standard.
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receiver has to integrate the received signal is essentially

determined by the propagation channel. Shortening the
duration of the burst waveform would not significantly

reduce the optimum integration duration (and thus, the

time over which the receiver collects noise). A coherent

receiver can perform a correlation (matched filtering) with

s
ðkÞ
i ðtÞ, and thus enhance the signal-to-noise ratio by a

factor of N with respect to a noncoherent receiver. Fur-

thermore, additional information is available for the cohe-

rent receiver from the detection of the bit ebi, which is
different from bi. The use of this extra bit will be discussed

in the following section.

The multiple-access format, as depicted in Fig. 8 shows

the time hopping: the position of the burst waveform

s
ðkÞ
i ðtÞ is shifted by multiples of Tb ¼ 32 ns in a pseudo-

random way by c
ðkÞ
i ; the shifts are different for different

users. For both noncoherent receiver and coherent re-

ceiver, the signal format provides time hopping. Note that
the maximum possible shift is 8Tb, while the time shift

for the PPM is 16Tb. Thus, a duration of 8Tb ¼ 256 ns

serves as a guard interval for channels with heavy delay

dispersion.

The coherent receiver obtains additional multiuser sep-

aration by the despreading of the burst waveform s
ðkÞ
i ðtÞ.

As each user has a different burst waveform, the

matched filtering at the receiver input provides multi-
access interference suppression. The amount of suppres-

sion depends on the cross-correlation between the burst

waveforms; it is noteworthy that the spreading sequence,

and thus the burst waveform, changes from symbol to

symbol.

4) Coding for Hybrid Modulation: As was stated in the

previous section, the modulation scheme enables a

coherent receiver to receive two bits per transmit symbol,

while it enables only one bit per symbol for noncoherent

receivers. An obvious idea would be to double the data rate

of the payload data if the transmitter knows that the

receiver can perform coherent detection. However, such
an approach is not practical for sensor networks: first,

multicast/broadcast transmission often requires that

coherent and noncoherent receivers can get the same

information; secondly, relay nodes often are noncoherent

receivers even if the ultimate destination of the message is

a coherent receiver.

Thus, a more appropriate approach is to use the extra

bits for coherent receivers to provide higher coding gain to
improve the robustness. In order to ensure that the signals

can still be decoded by noncoherent receivers, a systematic
code has to be used. Recall that a systematic code is one in

which the information bits are transmitted unchanged

along with the parity check bits. The systematic bits are

used to determine the PPM position of the burst, and are

thus visible to both noncoherent and coherent receivers.

The parity bits are modulated onto the burst phase and
are thus visible only to coherent receivers. Fig. 9

provides a block diagram of IEEE 802.15.4a coding

scheme.

Fig. 8. Modulation and time-hopping of the 802.15.4a standard.

Fig. 9. IEEE 802.15.4a coding scheme for hybrid modulation.
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In this scheme, the convolutional code uses the follow-
ing generator functions:

g1 ¼ ½010�; g2 ¼ ½101�: (3)

In addition, the information is also protected with a

systematic (51,43,8) Reed–Solomon code. The structure of

the coding scheme allows one to implement a variety of
decoders that have different tradeoffs between complexity

and performance. We list them in order of ascending

performance.

• No decoding: since the RS code is systematic, the

receiver can just ignore the redundant bits of the

RS (as well as the systematic convolutional) code

and decode the information bit by bit.

• Hard decoding of the RS code: using standard
decoding of RS codes, the receiver can decode the

signal without using the redundant information of

the convolutional code.

• Hard decoding of convolutional code followed by

hard decoding of RS code.

• Soft decoding of convolutional code followed by

decoding of RS code.

• Turbo-decoding, i.e., exchange of soft information
between convolutional code and RS code.

5) Preamble and Synchronization: Before data detection is

performed by the receiver, it is necessary to acquire, syn-

chronize, and perform channel estimation. In 802.15.4a,

a specific preamble, detectable by both coherent and non-

coherent receivers, is designed for these purposes. The

support for hybrid receivers is achieved by an ingenious
scheme, first suggested in [61] and [62], namely,

Bperfectly balanced ternary sequences[ (PBTS). For the

PBTSs, both the periodic autocorrelation function for
coherent receivers

ACFk ¼
X

n

X
j

X
m

ciþmNck�iþjN (4)

and the periodic autocorrelation function as observed by

noncoherent receivers

ACFk ¼
X

n

X
j

X
m

jciþmNj � 2jck�iþjNj � 1
� �

(5)

are perfect, i.e., proportional to a delta comb
P

i �kþiN.

Note that the coherent receiver has a 3 dB SNR advantage

over the noncoherent receiver. The IEEE 802.15.4a pre-

amble uses a large number of repetitions of the PBTS to

improve SNR via processing gain; the resulting high SNR
signal is thus well suited for channel estimation. Due to the

perfect autocorrelation feature, it is very easy for a cohe-

rent receiver to obtain a (possibly noisy) impulse response

of the propagation channel in an 802.15.4a system: just

take the cross-correlation of the received signal with the

PBTS. Similarly, a noncoherent receiver can obtain the

absolute value of the impulse response by cross-correlating

the (rectified) received signal with (2jc . . . j�1).
The IEEE 802.15.4a standard foresees the use of either

length-31 or length-127 PBTSs. Table 3 lists the 31-bit

PBTSs adopted in the standard. Fig. 10 is generated by

repeating the PBTS sequence S1 by three times and

correlating the resulting signal with S1 itself. The central

part of the figure displays the periodic autocorrelation

peaks with no side-lobes between the peaks, while nonzero

side-lobes at the beginning and end are due to transient
effects. All devices in the same network are required to use

the same preamble sequence. To support simultaneously

Table 3 Preamble Sequences
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operating multiple networks, the preamble sequence used

in each network is different.
In heavy multipath (long delay spread), the ideal

periodic autocorrelation properties may be distorted due to

intersymbol interference. In order to deal with this situa-

tion, the IEEE 802.15.4a standard allows adaptive setting

of the pulse repetition frequency in the preamble: either

15.6 or 3.90 MHz.

6) Bit Error Rate Performance: In order to show more
explicitly the performance cost tradeoffs involved be-

tween a coherent and noncoherent implementation of the

IEEE 802.15.4a standard, we present some simulation

results for the two types of receivers in this section.

Simulations were conducted using the hybrid modulation

described above at a data rate of 850 kb/s and a signal

bandwidth of 500 MHz, which corresponds to pulses of
approximately 2 ns duration. Both a noncoherent and a

coherent receiver were tested over IEEE 802.15.4a

channel models: CM1 and CM8 [63]. The channel models

CM1 and CM8 correspond to LOS and NLOS environ-

ments, respectively. The CM8 model is particularly harsh,

with dense multipath and a delay spread of hundreds of

nanoseconds.

In our simulation model, we assumed perfect symbol-
level synchronization and timing for both receiver types.

The coherent receiver consists of a five-finger rake, where

we assumed perfect channel state information; thus the

five strongest multipath components are combined using

maximal ratio combining to produce decision metrics. The

coherent receiver also implements Viterbi decoding as

well as Reed–Solomon decoding, both operating on soft

decisions. The noncoherent receiver consists of a simple
energy detector in which the received signal is first

squared and then integrated over a duration Tint. For the

results reported here Tint, was set to 48 ns, and it should be

noted that for different channel delay spreads, the value of

Tint can significantly effect performance. The noncoherent

receiver implements only a soft decision Reed–Solomon

decoding since polarity information is lost during the

squaring operation.
Fig. 11 shows the results of our simulation. Packet error

rate (PER) is plotted against SNR Eb=No, where Eb is the

bit energy and No is the power spectral density of the

additive white noise. The packet length used in the simu-

lation was 32 bytes (256 bits), as this is a typical length

message for many sensor network application and is also

well within the upper limit of 127 bytes specified by the

standard. PER curves for both receiver types over both
CM1 and CM8 are shown. We see from the figure that, as

expected, the coherent receive outperforms the noncoher-

ent by nearly 5 dB in both CM1 and CM8. This is due to

two factors: 1) the noncoherent receiver suffers an SNR

Fig. 10. (a) Periodic autocorrelation of S1 and (b) cross-correlation

of periodically repeated S1 with S2.

Fig. 11. Packet error rate versus Eb=No for coherent and noncoherent receivers over multipath channels.
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penalty due to the squaring operation and 2) the

noncoherent receiver is unable to apply Viterbi decoding

and thus loses coding gain that is available to the coherent
receiver. In addition, as discussed in Section IV-A3, the

coherent receiver can perform a correlation (matched

filtering) with s
ðkÞ
i ðtÞ, extract additional information from

the detection of the parity bit ebi, and the coherent

receiver has a performance advantage over a noncoher-

ent receiver. However, the noncoherent receiver is much

simpler and does not require rake combining and

associated complexities such as channel estimation. It
is therefore cheaper and may make sense in many

applications.

B. MAC Layer Design
The IEEE 802.15.4a standard uses a number of dif-

ferent schemes for multiple access. Different networks are

distinguished by using different frequency bands and by

different codes (PBTS sequences for the preambles, time-
hopping codes, and scrambling codes for the data). Within

an IEEE 802.15.4a network, the mandatory medium access

control mode is ALOHA. In ALOHA, each user transmits

without checking whether other users are on the air; see

Section III-D.9

Throughput improvement can be achieved via TDMA-

based transmission. While TDMA is not the mandatory

MAC technology, there are options available that enable
some limited use of TDMA within an IEEE 802.15.4 PAN,

specifically, in the case of a star network (Fig. 4). In the

current standard [21], the concept of guaranteed time slots

(GTSs) was introduced, where a device may request a

TDMA slot for transmission. In this case, the request is

made by a device to its PAN coordinator, which is res-

ponsible for maintaining synchronization among all the

devices that it serves as PAN coordinator as well as sig-
naling the allocation of slots to transmitters. While the

current MAC does allow this assignment of time slots, it is

limited to only seven of these slots per superframe. In

addition, the allocation of slots is done only among a PAN

coordinator and its associated devices; thus its application

is limited to small (geographical and numbers of devices)

networks. Extensions that try to coordinate the timing of

GTS slots across several PAN coordinators were undertak-
en by the ZigBee alliance and can be found in [22].

Throughput can also be improved by carrier sensing,

backoff scheduling, and handshaking. Therefore, several

optional methods permitting clear channel assessment

(CCA) are described in the IEEE 802.15.4a standard. The

CCA determines the current state of a wireless medium for

collision avoidance. In IEEE 802.15.4a, the correlation

peaks of the received preamble are used to detect the
preamble; and these peaks are indicative of a signal pre-

sence for CCA. In [64], the authors develop a TDMA-type

multiplexed preamble scheme that enables preamble-

detection-based CCA for UWB systems. In this scheme,

preamble symbols are multiplexed with the IEEE 802.15.4

packet by periodically inserting them into the header and

payload parts of the packet after every k-symbol-long

interval, as illustrated in Fig. 12.

C. Ranging
UWB networks will typically use time-of-arrival for

determining the range between different nodes; those

ranges form the basis of the actual location estimation. In

general, a standard defines transmitted signal waveform,

frame structure, and protocols between the transmitter

and the receiver in a system. The algorithm and imple-
mentation of signal detection and ranging estimation are

usually not specified. In the following, we will only high-

light some special provisions in IEEE 802.15.4a to realize

accurate ranging. For general discussions on ranging esti-

mation techniques, we refer the reader to [65]–[68].

1) Two-Way Ranging Protocol: According to the ranging

protocol in the IEEE 802.15.4a standard, an original
ranging node A, RDEV A, first transmits a signal called

range request packet (RFRAMEREQ) to a target ranging

node B, RDEV B. After reception of the RFRAMEREQ, B

prepares and sends an acknowledgment packet, also re-

ferred to as a range reply packet (RFRAMEREP), back to

node A. In a separate packet B also reports to A the time

interval Tta, which is the time duration between the arrival

time of the RFRAMEREQ and the departure time of the

9There is an optional method for determining when other nodes in
the network are on the air.

Fig. 12. TDMA-style multiplexing of a preamble symbol and packet payload to support CCA [41].
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RFRAMEREP. Node A can then compute the range, since it

knows the total round-trip time and the turnaround time of

the RFRAMEREP (see Fig. 13).

2) Start of Frame Delimiter (SFD): The start of frame
delimiter is added prior to the PHY header of the

IEEE 802.15.4a packet. It is indicative of the end of the

preamble. The detection of the SFD helps frame synchro-

nization and accurate ranging. The standard specifies a long

and a short SFD. The short SFD consists of 8 preamble

symbols, and a polarity of one of 0, 1, or �1 is applied onto

each symbol, whereas the long SFD is 64 symbols long.

The long SFD is designed for the lowest data rate (Fig. 14).
Upon detection of the SFD of a received range request

packet, the ranging timing counter is started. Similarly, the

time instant that the SFD of a range reply packet leaves the

transmit antenna, the ranging timing counter is stopped.

The difference in these two counter values corresponds to

the turnaround time. Processing gain for detection of the

SFD is 6 dB higher than that for an individual preamble

symbol. Therefore, SFD detection instants offer better
accuracy to manage timing counters.

3) Private Ranging: Ranging is very useful in sensor

networks [69] but could be subject to hostile attacks,

especially in security-related networks. There are typically

two motivations behind location-related attacks. First, an

intruder intends to figure out the location of sensor devices

to tamper or disable them. Secondly, it tries to prevent
legitimate ranging devices from obtaining correct range

information. Relative position information can be used to

optimize high-layer network operations such as route

discovery and maintenance, multicasting, and broadcast-

ing. By propagating inaccurate position information in a

network location-based network, functionalities can be

subverted. Potential attacks include the following.

• Snooper attack: a hostile device listens to ranging
signal exchanges.

• Impostor attacks:

/ hostile device replays a range request to find

out range;

/ hostile device replays a range reply, providing

wrong range to inquirer.

• Jamming attack: hostile device jams during trans-

mission of ranging signal.
In order to make such attacks more difficult, the

802.15.4a standard foresees a Bprivate ranging[ mode.

In this mode, the ranging preamble uses one of 16 length-

127 approved sequences. The preamble symbol to be used

for ranging is communicated between ranging parties via

an authentication message. This prevents impostor attacks

and challenges snoopers (a snooper now has to listen to

all length-127 ranging waveforms specified by the
standard).

Fig. 13. Two-way ranging in IEEE 802.15.4a.

Fig. 14. Start of frame delimiter design in the IEEE 802.15.4a.
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V. CONCLUSION

This paper made the case that UWB technology is
especially suitable for the implementation of sensor
networks. This technology offers:

• Good geolocation capabilities;

• High robustness to interference and small-scale
fading (when using coherent receivers);

• Low-complexity receivers (when using nonco-
herent receivers) and transmitters; similarly, low
energy consumption can be achieved.

UWB in the microwave range does not offer a high
resistance to shadowing, but this problem can be mitigated
in sensor networks by appropriate routing, and possible
collaborative communications.

The IEEE has developed a standard, 802.15.4a, for
UWB-based sensor networks. It offers a high degree of
flexibility. It uses a modulation, coding, and multiple-

access scheme that allows reception with either coherent

or noncoherent receivers and can adapt to environments

with different delay spreads.

The standard is specifically designed to work with

the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 MAC standard as well as the

ZigBee Alliance network layer specification. Fitting into

this established framework, and providing excellent

performance and flexibility, it is believed that this

standard is well poised for widespread acceptance in

industry. The development of 802.15.4a devices has

already started [30]–[32], [70], [71]. It is expected that

in the upcoming two to three years, an 802.15.4a-based

solution will penetrate the market for hospital health-

care applications, asset management, security and sur-

veillance, industry monitoring and automation, building

automation, and navigation, as well as many other

areas. h
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